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I. Arrange the letters to form the correct word :

Marks: 80
5

1.hisp- ________

2.grof -________

3.amcel- --------

4.aoed- --------

5.teki- -------II. Underline the special names in the given sentences and write them in
5
the blanks provided:

1. Shruti got many presents on her birthday. _________
2.My pet dog Tommy broke the vase.
3.They live in Mumbai .
4. Next Monday, I will join swimming.
5.My best friend Sunita won the painting competition.______
III. Complete the following sentence with the pronouns given in the
bracket: [ I you he she it we they ]

1.John is a cricket player.___ plays well.
2. Sameera is a good girl ._____ goes to school regularly.
3. Shahrukh has apet dog .____ is brown
4.Maria and I are friends.____ like to play together.
5. The boys are in the field .____ are playing football.

5

5

IV. Fill in the blanks correctly choosing the words given in brackets:
1. John has one car. Sohan has three ________. (car/cars)

2. I have one book. There are many ______ (book/books)in the
library.
3 . Mona has one daughter.Mihika has three ________
(daughter /daughters )
4. There are many ________( buckets/bucket) here.
5. There are six girls in the class. One ______( girls/girls)is
sleeping.
V. Circle the adjectives in the following sentences:
1. The cup is full.

2. The old man walked fast.

3. The doll is beautiful.

4. Shilpa has a white frock.

5

5. The mango tree is short.
VI. Choose the opposite of the underlined word and rewrite the sentence in
5
the given space:
1. Shikha is happy.(slow/sad)
2. The answer is wrong . ( right/happy)
3. The pillow is very soft .(huge/ hard)
4. The floor is wet. (sunny/ dry)
5. Jyoti writes in a thick notebook. (thin/ tall)

VII. Circle the describing words in the given sentences:

5

1. My grandmother cooks biryani .
2 .The ship sails on the sea .
3 .Monisha throws the garbage in the bin.
4 .I watch television in the evening .
5 .Shekar sleeps at 10 O'clock.
VIII. Add-ing to the doing words given in the brackets and fill in the
bbnb:

5

1. What are you _____( do )?
2. Devika is

(paint).

3. Vaishali is _______( talk ) to her friend.
4. The boy is _________ ( swim ).
( play ) in the park.

5. The kids are

IX. Write five sentences. Use one word from each box:

I
We
You
She
They
He

am
IS

are

5

Barking.
Cooking.
Playing.
Writing.
Walking
Drawing

1. --------------------------2.---------------------------3. ----------------------------

5. ---------------------------X. Use has or have to complete the following sentences:

5

1. Giraffes _______ long neck.
2. Damini ------- a new saree.
3. Donkeys -------big ears.
carrots.

4. A rabbit

5. I ------- long hair.
XI. Circle the prepositions in the given sentences:

5

1. The water tank is on the terrace.
2. The living room is in front of the kitchen.
3. Robin goes for swimming every day.
4. Jenny Iives near the church.
5. The sweets are in the tray.
XII. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the :
1. We have____ aquarium at home.
2.

sun rises in the east.

3. Mohan has to go to ------ friend's house.
4. There is ____apple in ___ basket.

5

XIII. Rewrite the sentences using capital letters ,full stop and question
mark:
5
1. where is my notebook

2. his car is in the garage

3. ravi plays the guitar

4. we will go to the market today

5. i live in dwarka

XIV. Read the paragraph and answer the questions:
Sameera and her friends are in a garden. The garden has many flowers. It has
Red roses, white lilies and yellow sunflowers.There are small blue butterflies
In the garden. Raj and Asif are running after the butterflies.
1. Where are Sameera and her friends?

2. Which are the flowers they see in the garden ?

3. What colour are the lilies and the butterflies ?

5

XV. Answer the following:

1. What is a noun? Give example.

2. What is a sentence? Give example.

3.What is an adjective or describing word? Give example.

4. What are pronouns ? Give example.

5.What is a doing word or a verb ? Give example.
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